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Abstract— Legacy systems that do not conform to the norms
and regulations imposed by recent safety standards have to be
upgraded to meet safety requirements. In this paper, we
describe a methodology to upgrade legacy industrial
applications based on the IEC61131 function block model
without the need to redesign the whole application. We then
describe an approach for automating the verification process of
safety applications that is based on the use of the UPPAAL
simulation and verification platform for embedded real-time
systems. The meta-models of the source and target domains are
presented and a transformation process of the PLCopen XML
design specification to UPPAAL XML specification is
described. A laboratory system is used as a case study to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed process.

I. INTRODUCTION
International standard organizations, such as ISO and IEC
have defined various standards on safety due to social and
environmental demands. These standards, as for example the
IEC61508 [1] and its implementation for the machinery
sector, i.e., the IEC62061 [2], impose manufacturing
industries to certify that their systems are safe for the human
life and the environment. This means that they have to
upgrade legacy industrial automation systems to conform to
various norms and regulations. The alternative to throw
away the legacy system and develop a new one from scratch
to meet the requirements specification, if such a
specification exists, is very expensive mainly due to the high
value of the software part of these systems.
Among the challenges that the engineer faces for
upgrading legacy systems are: the definition of safety
requirements for the upgraded system, the definition of the
requirements of the safety system, the design of the safety
system, the verification of the safety application, its
integration with the legacy system and the verification of the
upgraded system. This makes the upgrade process
significantly different from the development of a new
system where an integration of the traditional development
process with safety engineering is also required [3].
A methodology to systematically address the above
challenges and upgrade legacy industrial systems to meet
safety regulations is briefly presented in this paper. The
proposed methodology has been applied to a laboratory
system to demonstrate its feasibility. During this work it was
found that one of the most challenging parts of this process

is the verification of the safety application. There are several
works to this direction and it seems that there is an
increasing interest for automating the verification process of
FBD based safety applications. However, all the published
verification approaches are based on proprietary tools and
notations and none of them can be generalized since no
common intermediate platform is supported.
In this paper we describe a framework towards an
automatic verification process for safety applications
developed using the FBD language of the IEC61131-3 [4].
More specifically, we describe an approach to upgrade
legacy systems to conform to safety regulations defined by
safety standards such as IEC61508 and IEC61511 [5] and
we focus on the automatic transformation of the safety
application design models, which are expressed in PLCopen
XML, to UPPAAL models to semi-automate the verification
process. The meta-models of the source and target domains
have been defined as well as the required mapping rules
from one domain to the other. XML is used as a notation for
expressing both domain models, since it is a flexible
standardized format for the description of PLC programs [6].
The properties of the safety application are verified using the
transformed model. Depending on model checking results,
the design model of the safety application is iteratively
modified for the system to meet all safety requirements.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3, the proposed
approach for upgrading industrial applications to conform to
safety standards is presented. Section 4 presents the
verification process of the safety application. The metamodels of source and target domains are presented and the
transformation rules are given. The paper is concluded in the
last section.
II. RELATED WORK
Nowadays, there is an increasing interest of automating
the verification process of applications in industrial
automation. Several research groups have already published
the results of their work to this direction. These works are
mainly based on the transformation of the FBD models of
the safety application to formal models, which are next used
for verification purposes with the help of a model checking
tool. For example, authors in [7], present a method for the
automated formal verification of PLC software written in
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FBD using the NUSMV model checker. The FBD should be
constructed from basic FBs such as bit operations,
comparators and jumps. Moreover, the IL representation of
the FB body which is generated from the corresponding
FBD with the help of the PLC programming tool is the one
to be transformed to a NUSMV model. This method cannot
be applied for the verification of safety applications built up
from PLCopen SFBs, since SFBs are not basic FBs.
Authors in [8] propose a way to formally verify FBD
programs. They adopt an IEC 61131-3 compliant syntax for
the FBD and propose the translation of this specification into
Verilog models. The so generated Verilog models are
verified using the Cadence SMV model checker. A tool,
FBD2V, has been implemented to automatically perform
this transformation, and a case study is used to show the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. As in [7], the
transformation approach is presented only for systems
composed finally of basic FBs, so safety FBs of PLCopen
are not supported.
A formal verification approach of a safety procedure of a
nuclear power plant written in FBD language is presented in
[9]. The approach is based on the Colored Petri Net (CPN)
representation and it is similar to our approach in that it uses
a pre-developed library of CPN subnets to represent the FBD
specification in an identical structural way. However, the
transformation of FBD diagrams to CPN is carried out
manually. An automatic transformation process is not
supported.
In [10], authors propose and describe an automatic
generation of timed automata (TA) models from FBD
models.
This allows testing of FBDs against their
specifications in the case that there is no PLC available to
run them. The UPPAAL TRON tool is used to test some
simulation scenarios on the generated TA models. The FBD
elements that this approach deals with, are logical AND,
OR, SR/RS flip-flops and time elements TON, TOFF and
TP. The test of the model is evaluated by feeding some
simulation traces to UPPAAL TRON tool. Traces are
automatically generated from cause/effect matrix specified
by experts. This approach can be considered similar to the
one presented in this paper, but it is very different if we
consider the details. Moreover, this approach cannot be
applied to the safety application used as a case study in this
paper, since it only supports logical and time FBs.
We are not aware of any other approach that automatically
transforms IEC61131 FBD specifications to formal models
for their automatic verification, as part of a systematic
approach for upgrading legacy industrial systems to meet
safety regulations defined by standards.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
This section provides a brief description of the proposed
methodology for upgrading legacy industrial systems to
meet safety regulations. The XY coordinated table of the
Automation laboratory at Saarland University, shown in Fig.
1 is used as a case study in this paper. This type of precision-

controlled automated movement is broadly used in
mechanical processes and applications including material
handling and pharmaceutical. The system consists of an
automatically moved XY drawing table with manually
adjustable marking pen mounted above an Aluminum base.
The two axes are operated with Siemens synchronous
motors and precision linear guides from Bosch Rexroth. A
soft-PLC WinLC-T from Siemens equipped with S7technology is used and the motors are controlled using
Sinamics S120 servo drives. The user interface is based on
Wincc HMI that allows the operator to perform the required
motion tasks through simple graphical screens. The control
system equipments, i.e., PLC and Servo drivers, are
connected through Profibus DP. For safety reasons the
system is protected by a glassy cell with two doors on the
top.

Fig. 1. The XY coordinated table system used as case study.

The main steps of the methodology we adopt in this paper
are: 1) Definition of safety requirements for the upgraded
system; 2) Definition of the requirements of the safety
system; 3) Design of the safety system; 4) Verification of the
safety application; 5) Integration with the legacy system; and
6) Verification of the upgraded system. A detailed
description of the methodology, part of which is the
proposed in this paper verification process, can be found in
[11]. Our approach is consistent with the high level one
described in IEC62061 and it proceeds further in refining the
defined by that standard processes. We start by creating a list
of abstract safety requirements for the upgraded system in
informal text notation. These requirements will be used in
step 6 to verify the system. This list contains requirements
imposed by standards, such as those mentioned by
IEC62061, that include among others the following:
R.1. provide complementary protective measures, e.g. emergency stop;
R.2. provide information for safe use, e.g. warning signals;
R.3. reduce risk under conditions of failure or misuse e.g. automatic
monitoring, overload protection.
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System specific requirements defined by the developer are
also included in this list. The following requirements are an
example of this category:

safety system we mean not only the safety application (that
is the software) but also the required hardware, i.e.,
emergency buttons, guard switches, PLC, etc.

R.3. Cell’s doors should be released for opening under normal conditions
only when the machine is not in the “perform task” mode;
R.4. Cell’s doors should be locked before the system enters the “perform
task” mode;
R.5. Motor’s speed should not exceed a given safe speed when in setup
mode.

Non-functional requirements such as SILs of the system
functionalities, often considered as a measurement of
performance required by the expected safety functionalities,
should also be defined in this step. The SysML requirements
diagram can be used to capture these requirements and
benefit of the requirements handling support that is provided
by this system engineering language. Requirements imposed
by IEC61511-1 for the requirements specification process
are satisfied by SysML. A specific SysML profile for safety
will help the engineer to capture and handle all the safety
related model elements, and also relate them with the other
elements of the system development process.
The objective of the second step, that uses as inputs the
System safety requirements and the legacy system essential
use cases, is to define the functionality that is expected from
the safety system. This is what we call functional
requirements for the development of the safety system. Even
though we are dealing with a legacy system, we adopt the
approach of Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) on the use
case level as defined in [3], since it is more effective to
perform first a safety analysis on an abstract level of system
description, i.e., the one that captures the system as a black
box and emphasizes its interactions with its actors. Fig. 2
presents the basic sub-steps of this step. Hazards that
emanate from the actor-system interaction and are caused by
actors and/or system misbehavior are identified. The legacy
system use cases and system safety requirements constitute
the input activity parameters for this PHA, while the
upgraded system use cases are the output. Hazard analysis
(HA), risk analysis and safety measure definition are the
main sub-processes of the PHA. To calculate the risk level
of every defined hazard, risk analysis is applied. The
unacceptable hazards have to be mitigated by defining safety
measures. HA is complemented by solution dependent and
component hazard analyses. Based on the results of HA, the
system use cases are upgraded to meet safety requirements.
The so constructed upgraded use cases constitute the
inputs of the refine and split sub-process of this step.
Sequence diagrams are an excellent tool to refine use cases.
The captured in this way system behavior is distributed to
the legacy system and the target safety one using again
sequence diagrams. These diagrams are next used to identify
and extract the safety system’s requirements, following the
MTS-V model [12]. This results to functional and nonfunctional requirements for the safety system in the form of
SysML requirements diagrams. Functional requirements will
be refined using use cases. SIL which is considered as a nonfunctional requirement should be defined for every safety
related control function. It should be clear that by the term

Fig. 2. Workflow of the second step of the proposed methodology for
upgrading a legacy system.

An example sequence diagram that was used to refine and
split the functionality of the upgraded use case among the
legacy and the safety system of our use case system, is
shown in Fig. 3 which refers only to the automatic mode of
the system operation. The other two modes of operation are
initialization and set up mode. Three actors, i.e., the
operator, the legacy system and the mechanical process, are
captured in. Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A sequence diagram used to refine and split the behavior captured by
an upgraded use case (automatic mode).

All the functionality of initialization mode is assigned to
the legacy system which is responsible for handling
initialization requests, initiated by the operator, who is
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responsible for selecting the task to be executed, defining the
home position of the drawing table and the operating speed
for both motors. For safety reasons, in setup mode, the
motors speed should not exceed a defined safely limited
speed (SLS), while the drawing table moves to the home
position. As far as an acknowledgement of SLS is accepted
by the safety system, a safe state is assumed and the operator
is able to access the mechanical part safely. If the
acknowledge signal is lost while in setup mode, the safety
system assumes an unsafe state and safety measures are
executed. During the automatic mode that is the main
operation mode of the system, the selected task by the user is
executed. This operation mode can be executed only when
the system is in a safe state, that means that the doors must
be closed and locked to start operation. Any unlock request
is ignored while being in this mode of operation.
It is the responsibility of the safety system to pass
emergency stop requests to the legacy system, execute safety
measures and assume an unsafe state until a safe stop is
received. When the legacy system, which controls the
motors speed, accepts an emergency stop, it drives the
motors to zero speed according to the defined stop category.
The objective of the third step of the proposed approach is
to design a safety system to meet the functional and safety
integrity requirements specified in the safety requirements
specification. The proposed architecture for the safety
system of our case study satisfies the requirements set on
software architecture definition by 61511-1. SysML is used
to express the system design which may next be
automatically transformed through specific model-to-model
transformers to IEC61131 FBD models [13]. However, in
this case study we have skipped the SysML design and we
have directly drawn the FBD design model. Before moving
to the implementation of the proposed design we have to
verify that the proposed design meets the requirements. The
next section describes an approach to automate the
verification process, i.e., step 4.

time systems. The transformation process is described,
source and target domain meta-models are given and the
transformation rules are presented.
A. Transformation process description
The proposed transformation process may be used with
any PLC development tool that is complaint with the
IEC61131-3 programming standard, it provides support for
the certified PLCopen SFB library, and may export the
design models in PLCopen XML specification. The basic
idea of the transformation process is depicted in Fig 4.
Safety FBs of the PLCopen safety library have been
transformed to corresponding UPPALL TA forming the
safety UPPAAL library. For every SFB, a TA model was
graphically constructed via the UPPAAL editor, validated
via simulator and finally verified against formal properties
via the verifier [15]. This work simplifies the building of the
required model-to-model transformer that will use as source
information the design model of the safety application,
which will be exported in PLCopen XML format, to
automatically generate the equivalent UPPAAL model in
XML format. The result of the transformation process is
imported to the UPPAAL model checker for verification
against the safety requirements of the safety application.
Information on the unsatisfied properties is forwarded to the
simulator to identify the TA state in which the property is
not satisfied. This helps in finding the source of the problem
and addressing it.

IV. VERIFICATION PROCESS
The so created design model of the safety application has
to be verified before implementing it. UPPAAL was selected
to be used for the verification process of the safety
application. This means that the FBD design models of the
safety application have to be transformed to UPPAAL
models. In this section a generic approach to semi automate
this verification process is proposed. PLCopen XML was
used as standard source format to allow the approach to be
used by any IEC61131 compliant development tool that may
supports the PLCopen XML specification [6]. UPPAAL [14]
is a good choice for formal verification of systems that can
be modeled as a collection of non-deterministic process with
real valued clocks.
That makes it suitable for the
verification of FBD built from FBs triggered by timers. The
presented approach utilizes the UPPAAL model checker that
supports modeling (via graphical editor), validation (via
graphical simulation) and verification (via verifier) of real

Fig. 4. The proposed transformation process.

The PLCopen XML source file captures except from the
structure of the safety application part of the behavior that is
defined by the specific collaboration scheme and the
priorities of the application’s constituent components. It also
captures the connections of the application to the
environment. The execution flow is not directly captured but
this is extracted from the configuration of the application.
The remaining part of the behavior is directly inserted in the
UPPAAL XML file from the corresponding UPPAAL safety
library.
The transformation process was successfully performed
on the real safety application of our case study using
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MultiProg from KW software.. For the development of the
safety application the PLCopen Safety Functi
Function Blocks
library [15] was used.
B. Source and target domain meta-models
models
The meta-models
models of the source and target were
constructed to automate the transformation process. Fig. 5
presents part of the PLCopen XML meta-model
meta
that was
constructed to capture all the model elements that are used
for constructing safety applications.
The project element captures project specific information
and a set of types, where each type is composed of a pous
element that is an aggregation of 1 to many pou. A pou is the
IEC61131-3 program organization unit which is composed
of an interface and a body. For safety applications only FB
instances can be used as building blocks. These FB instances
may be SFBs or logic gate FBs. For every FB, the list of
input variables is defined under
der the inputVariables element.
Every variable has a predefined formalParameter, specified
by the vendor, and a connectionPointIn. If this variable is
connected, then the reference local Id (refLocalId) number
of the other connected variable is defined. The
Th refLocalId
may be for other FB output variable or a variable defined in
inVariable/outVariable elements of the FBD. Local and
external variables declarations are found under the localVars
and externalVars elements. For the list of FB output
variables defined
ined in outputVariables element, only a
formalParameter name is associated. To define connections,
a local Id number is given to every FB instance, input
variable and output variable. An input variable (in
(inVariable)
may be expressed as an external input variable, a local
variable or a constant. An output variable (outVariable) may
be expressed as an external output variable or a local
variable. FB instances are defined in the localVars element,
which contains the variable name defined by user and used
as name of the FB instance and a derived name that is
vendor predefined information.
Since the UPPAAL XML consists simply of TA templates
which communicate via channels or variables defined in the
global declaration part, the structure of the meta-model
meta
is
straight forward. The
he UPPAAL XML specification is split
into three main elements, which are declaration, template
and system. In the global declaration part, all external
variables and input/output variables of SFBs are declared. In
our case there is no needd of channel definitions since the
communication between TAs is realized via shared
variables. A template consists of locations and transitions
between them. It has a name, local declaration part and an
initial location. For every location a name and a label
lab are
associated. The label may be an invariant and/or comment.
A transition has a source and target locations and defined
nail positions. Labels of kind assignment,
assignment guard and channel
can be defined on transitions. In the system part, TA
template names aree defined according to their execution
priority.

Fig. 5. The PLCopen XML meta-model
model used in the context of this work
(part).

C. The transformation rules
The information that has to be extracted from the
PLCopen XML file and mapped to the UPPAAL XML file
is the used SFBs, and their
ir interconnections, the external
input/output variables, and information on the execution
flow. Based on the following four rules have been defined:
Declaration Rule: The
he objective of this rule is to map
variable declaration statements.
statements Variables defined in the
externalVars element and the input/output variables of each
safety FB defined in the localVars element of PLCopen
XML are declared as global in UPPAAL XML.
SFB Rule: The
he objective of this rule is to map the SFBs. For
every
ery safety FB defined in the localVars element of
PLCopen XML, the corresponding TA template with the
same name is inserted to the UPPAAL XML file.
Connections Rule: This
his rule maps
map the connection of FBs.
For every FB input variable in the inputVariables element,
the refLocalId element associated to a connection TA
template is recognized and the corresponding connection is
constructed in UPPAAL XML.
XML
Execution Flow Rule: The objective of this rule is to define
the execution flow of the UPPAAL model. The execution
flow numbers of FB instances are extracted by their XY
position in the FBD. Based on this, the execution priority of
every TA is defined in the UPPAAL model.
Fig. 6 presents part of the FBD model that realizes the
sequence diagram given in Fig 3. This part of the model
monitors the status of doors and responds
respond to an unlock
request. Direct connections, as well as indirect connections
via logic gates and direct connections
connection to external input and
output variables are also shown. Fig. 7 presents the
corresponding
rresponding UPPAAL TA. It captures one safety FB and
its connection TAs. OC1 implements the direct connection
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to the external variable S_UnlockGuard_k1, C3 implements
the direct connection between FBs and ORC1 implements
the indirect connection via the OR gate. The system of TAs
is arranged so as ORC1 is assigned the highest priority based
on the IEC61131-3 notation regarding execution flow.

Fig. 6. Safety application FBD model (part).

and results to the definition of the requirements of the safety
system. SysML is used to create the requirements model of
the system and capture the safety analysis model elements. It
is consequently used to express the system architecture too.
The UPPAAL model checking tool was selected to be used
for verification purposes. The meta-models of the source,
i.e., PLCopen XML, and target, i.e., UPPAAL XML,
domains have been defined and the transformation rules
were constructed based on these meta-models. The proposed
approach was successfully applied to a laboratory system to
upgrade it to meet safety regulations. The safety system was
designed, verified, implemented and integrated with the
legacy system so as the upgraded one to meet the defined
safety requirements. We are currently working: a) on the
automation of the transformation of the safety application
specification in PLCopen XML format into a readable
format by the UPPAAL model checker tool, and b) on the
model transformation from SysML to IEC 61131.
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